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UK MEDIA & INDUSTRY INSIGHTS  
 
1) Update on travel sections 

● Pages cut due to advertising but circulations going up. Digital / radio / social media thriving 
● The Times / Sunday Times circulations up 30% as people seek trusted brands 
● A Times survey shows 70% of consumers will be attracted to brands that have shown 

a sense of community  

What does this mean for you? 

● We are looking beyond the travel pages 
● On-line and social media need more content 
● Can we get recognition for your initiatives, particularly if you can demonstrate you 

are supporting people through this crisis 
● Radio listenership up by 50% - we want to factor this is into our communications 

strategy – with a goal to getting you on our airwaves 
 

 
2) Armchair travel dominates 

● Includes retrospective travel stories (e.g. staff writers, celebrities, influencers pick 
their favourite spots) 

● 'Virtual vacations' from your sofa and dreamy places to go when the bans are lifted 
● From The Sun's 'Sofa Escapes' to the armchair traveller series on The Independent, 

new columns are appearing weekly  

What does this mean for you? 

● Opportunities around celebrity-led pieces - Consider previous high-profile guests or 
celebs who have written articles in the past on you - who may be open to talking 
about their experiences  
 
We will revisit some of the celebs we have brought to you in the past and see how 
we can work with them now 



 

● Virtual travel - Lots of content is out there, but opportunities exist for great live 
streams:    e.g. MDC team educating people on marine conservation, 
chefs/bartenders teaching people to make local dishes/drinks, housekeeping and 
engineering depts. giving tips and advice for a housebound world etc 
 
This is happening right now, so the faster we can move to get this in place, the better 

 
 

3) Forward planning  

● Think creatively about 2021, as consumers are planning ahead (e.g. search results 
for 2021 Spain holidays have gone up by 1600% (Mailonline)    

● Airlines are seeing a surge in interest for trips early next year (Telegraph) 

What does this mean for you? 

● We want to create reasons why people should travel to you in 2021 
● We want to use this time to review and update your marketing material - including 

photography and video footage 
● Be sensitive to pricing, especially in the luxury market. Some also feel the middle 

market may struggle to recover 
 
 

4. Hunger for online content (you already know this!) 

● Digital platforms and influencers are open to short, inspirational hotel and destination 
footage (even created on iPhones) - e.g. as IG Story takeovers.  

● Demand for upbeat stories to counter CV overload.   
● Opportunities for anything around health, wellness, immunity and transformation. 

This sector has been first to respond successfully  

What does this mean for you? 
 
● Titles can't do fresh photoshoots so are seeking content elsewhere (especially food)  
● Review your archive footage - shots of dishes/products/celebrities not previously 

shared, or outtakes from shoots could all be of interest 
● Online content needs to be engaging - e.g. showcase hyper local experiences, local 

tour guide/chef doing a five-minute hand-held help camera piece showing a recipe, 
talking and giving insights etc. 

● Think things through and don’t react – deliver what you do brilliantly and don’t make 
everything about coronavirus (but be sensitive to it) 

● Avoid using the hashtag #coronavirus in content which is designed to be uplifting. 
People won't use this if they seek escapism 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/travel/travel_news/article-8172327/Coronavirus-lockdown-searches-Britons-January-2021-trips-Spain-1-626.html
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